
 

      

   

  Inside Storage (Forklift Only)    Prepaid Annual  Monthly 

  Under 20' 11"      $7120    $706 

  21' to 21' 11"       $7370    $749 

  22' to 23' 11"      $7745    $774 

  24' to 25' 11"       $8994    $899 

 

  *Inside Special Handling    Prepaid Annual  Monthly 

  21' to 25' 11"     $11,492   $1155 

  26' to 28' 11"     $13,178   $1312 

29' to 33'     $16,421   $1817 

 

  Outside Storage (Forklift Only)        Prepaid Annual           Monthly   
     Under 20' 11"     $5496    $562 

     21' to 21' 11"     $6246    $625 

     22' to 23' 11"     $6495    $712 

     24' to 25' 11"      $7183    $774 

*  26' to 28' 11"         $9056    $899 

*  29' to 33' 11"     $11,530   $1160 

  34’ to 34’11”     $14,395   $1439 

*  35’ to 35’11”     $17,330   $1817 

  P.W.C      $4497    $450 
   

 

 

 Annual Storage paid in advance. State Sales tax is applicable to storage charge. 

 Club shall charge lessee and receive an additional 10% per month for any sublet. A rack or space may only be sublet from the months of May 1-October 31. 

 Storage rates paid yearly, in advance, are subject to change at renewal dates only. 

 Boats will be measured overall from transom or engine mounts to a pulpit or anchor davit. LOA will determine which category your boat falls in.  Boats that are larger than 

specified will be charged accordingly, and may end up being too large to fit inside.  

 Boats with fixed keels or that requires custom chocking will be charged the maximum rate obtainable in that rack. 

 *****Abnormal or special handling: any boat with T-top, hard top, tower, express bridge,  

 fly bridge, over 8' beam or 5' 11" length must be charged special handling rate for inside storage. 

 Catamarans or multi-hull boats can only be stored outside and cradle must be provided by the owner 

 Stepped hull chares are an additional $450 flat fee per year. 

 

 

Phone:  (305) 367-6586 

 Fax:   (305) 367-9040 

 


